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Bggmner's ESates: A number of the rules sections have beginner's notes 
associated with them. It is r e m m e d  that new players follow the sug- 
gestlons contained in these beginners notes. 

INTRODUCTION TO BACKGROUND 
On the Far Side of the galaxy, a number of galactic empires are fight- 

ing for supremacy and survival. These empires include numerous races 
from many different star systems. Galactlc Emplres is your chance to rep  
resertt the empire of your choice in a battle of wrlls and wits wit? rewesen- 
tatives of other empires. Each empire's history IS explained later. 

INTRODUCTION TO GAME MCHANICS 
Galactic Empires is a scrence fiction co lM~ble  tradrna card oame 

designed for 2 to 12 players. Each player uses hls own a'mk of cards 
whici he has stocked wtth the cards he wishes to use for that game. Rules 
limit the number and types of cards that a player may use to s ? x k  his deck 
for a game. New cards are added within each new expansion. 

Each player is vying for control over the same sector of space and has 
establ~shed a Sector Headquarters (Sector HQ) In that sector. Players 
deploy starships (play cards) in order to protect them Sector HQ and 
d~stroy the Sector HQs of heir opponents. Terrain is requ~red to produce 
the supply and energy needed to operate the ships (allmation and engage- 
ment!. If a player's Sector HQ IS destroyed he IS no lower capable o' con- 
trolling his fleet (all h ~ s  cards are removed from play). Play continues until 
only one player rernalns. 



CRUCIAL RUMS 
The following four rules are the cause of the mapity of rules questions 

received by Companion Gams, Iw .  Players wtto concentrate on learning 
these four rules will have a very clear understanding of Galactic Empires. 
CARDS HAVE RUl.43: This is the mast imman t  rule in the game! Most of 
the cards have rules defined on them. The rules on the cards may contra- 
dict the rules contained in this rulebook. In that event, the rules on the 
cards take precedence. Most often, reading the cards when an obscure sit- 
uation occurs will resolve the situation. 

- Rules on the cards are indicated with a I-'. 
- Flavor text does not have a dash and is not considered rules. 

LAST RfACTlON CARD W E D  HAS PWECEDENCE: This is the second 
most important rule. In a reaction sequence, the most recently played 
reaction card will take its action(s) before previously played reaction cards. 
PLAYER TURN SEQUENCE: Players who follow the 7 phases of the player 
turn sequence closely during the first few games will learn quickly and 
develoo a good insiqht into tactics. Each turn of Galactic Empires is played 
in a linear fashion, one phase at a time. Once a phase is completed and a 
player has moved to the next phase he cannot return to the previous one. 
LIMIT ON CARD ACTIONS: Cards in play may only perform each of their 
functions once per complete turn (from the point of view of the controlling 
player). Addittonally, functions of a card used as a reaction may only by 
used once per comcD)ete turn. 

STAWER DECK 
Universe Edition Starter Decks include 100 cards and this rulebook. 

Each starter deck contains a random set of cards, but is ready to play. It 
contains the specific cards needed to represent one galactic empire. 

CARD NOMENCLATUM 
All cards have informatior1 on them in speafic places: 
CARD NPE: A card's type is the letter in t'le top left comer of the card. 
T~Terrain, S=Ship, etc. Occasionally, a card will have 2 card types (such 
as TM. T/B, but not WJ. In this case the card is considered only one of 
those card types (player's choice) for purposes of stocking a deck. 
RI: Cards wtth an Rl in front of their card type are reaction cards and are 
the only cards which can be played on oDportent turns in reaction to oppo- 
nent's actroos. Rs are not consrdered a card type. 
CARD STRENGTH: The strength of a card is the number in the top left cor- 
ner of the card next to its card pe. Strength ranges from 1 to 10. Some 

Aqaarans (page 28) for details. 
X cards have two strengths, see t e rules for the Ttme Origin (page 38) and 

POINT REQUIREM€NTS: The symbols listed immediately after the type and 
strength. These are the points required to operate that card. 



C A W  TITLE: The card trtle is the name of the card shown above the inus- 
trat~on and often repeated below. When the title below the ~llustratton d~f- 
fers from the tttfe above, both are considwed part of the card's t~tle (ex.: 
Tw~n Planets - Verk~rsh I & 11). 
==RATED POINTS: Point syrnbois on the top nght of the card are points 
generated by that card each turn. 
SHIELDS: Also on the top right, shields pmtect the card from damage. 
Tnesa are not generated poln's. 
FLEET MODlflER POINTS The symbols above the Htustration on the right, 
preceded by a mathemat~cal symbol (such as ~'5133)  are mod~ficat~ms to 
the pants produced by a fleet. Th~s rs always expla~ned In the card's rules. 
Thew symbols arp found In the same place as generated points. 
CARD MODlflER POINTS: The symbols below the ~llustratton on the right 
are mod~flcat~ons to anothec card. These are almost always explarned In 
the cards rules. If not expla~ned in the card's rules, t ~ s e  mod~flers are 
applied to the card's locat~on. 
CARD RUMS: The rules of that card llsted betow the ilkstration and pre- 
ceded by a "-". 
WEAPONS: Some cards have weapon symbols on the bottom of the card. 

PEGAM€ =UP 
Each player needs a Universe Edlt~on starter dedc to begin play. 

Attematively, tournament legal player designed decks may be used. 
layers shoukl use a Universe Edit~on starter deck each and 

sk~p Beginning over 8 eck Construction. Companion Games, Inc. has already con- 
structed your deck for you. 

THE SECTOR HQ CARD 
This card is separated from the deck and set aside. It is only vsed as 

a location for keepcng track of damage scored to the Sector HQ. This card 
is not required to play. It do- not count as a card In the deck. 

- The Sector HQ cannot be repatred. 
- Cards may not be played on the Sector HQ. 

DECK CONSTRUCTION 
Beslinner's Note: s k r ~  this section for now and proceed to The Resewe 

Fleet (cage 6). 
Eacb player will play with his own deck and must stock that deck with 

cards based on the rules given below. During the game, each player draws 
only from his own deck and maintains his own kscard Pile. 
ANNOUNCE DECK €MUM:  Players may stock their decks with cards from 
only one main empire. (Note that a major or minor empire may be used as 
the main empire of a deck.) The empire you will stock your deck with is 
announced to all the other players before decks are stocked for the game. 



STOCUINO M MCK: Each ptayec W s  w t k h  car& he wishes to use 
from his cdlection after learning the empim(s) of his oplponent(s). Most 
players have a deck ready and mcsreiy need to insert several em~ire s w -  
cific defensive cards or simply use their deck as is. 
NUMBER OF CARDS AND TYPE: Any number of cards and types of thm0 
cards may be used within the follonnng guidelines: 
1 - T'le total deck must consist of at least 40 cards. 
2- There are different card types: A. B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, L, M, N, 0, P. Q, 
S, T and possibly others (but not R: A reaction card is always cons&ed 
to be a card of the type designated by the other letter on the card). There 
must be at least 8 differerlt card types in a deck and 5 cards of each of 
those 8 types. M e  than 8 different card t y p e  mty be used and the 9th 
and subsequent card types are not restricted by the minimum 5 cards per 
type rule (therefore, as few as one card of each of these card t yps  may 
be used]. 
3- For each card type in the deck there must be at kast 1 card of each 
strength up to the highesl strength card of that type in the deck. Example: 
If a player wishes to place one or more S6 ship c a m  in his deck he must 
also have at least five other ship cants, one each of strength 1-5. One 
each of strength 1-5 is sufficient no matter how many S6 shrm are to be 
used. 
4- Players are allowed three exception cards to rub #3. Example: A play- 
er has an M9 he wishes to use but does not have an M8 or an M7. He can 
usa the M9 as one of the three exmptrons to rule #3. An M8 or another M9 
would count as a second exception, i.e. each card past a gap is an excep- 
tion. The gap itself is not considered an exception. 
5- STRENGTH LEVELS: 
- For every 25 cards in the deck, 1 may be a strength 1 0 card (ex.: 25-49-1 ; 
50-74-2; etc.). Each stmnath 10 card in the deck must be a different card. 
- No more t k n  2 exactly identical cards of strength 9 or 8 may be used. 
- No more than 3 exactly nsnttcal cards of strength 7 or 6 may be used. 
- No more than 4 exactly id~ntlcal cards of strenqth 5 of 4 may be used. 
- No more than 8 exactly id~ntrcal cards of strenc'h 3,2 or 1 ma be used. 

- For purposes of stoc4inq a deck, two cards are defi d as being 
'exactly identical" rf they have the same card type, card strenqth and card 
name (both above and below the illustration). Additionally, Vektrean aster- 
old bases are consdered exactly rdpnt~cnl wt?et79r they have a T or T B. 
Drfferent language versions of the same card are constdered exactly iden- 
t~cal to each other. TCle p~ctured imnge and text is not necessarrly the same 
for exactly rdent~cal cards. 



USING MAJOR EWPIRE CARDS: AS stated in the 'announce deck empire" 
section above, players may stock their decks with cards from only one main 
emprre. Empire cards are defined as cards with an empire's name in the 
card's title as well as ships, bases, dragons, psys and installations with an 
empire's color texture (the art pattern beh~nd the text). Note that other card 
types w~th an empire background must have the empire's name in their title 
to be considered a card of that ampire. 

USING MINOR W R E  CARDS: A player may use a maximum of one minor 
empire card in their deck for every 4 cards of the same type that are not a 
minor empre card . 

- Generic ships do not count far the purposes of this rule. 
- For this purpose only, lndirigan tribe cards (Indirigan Nomads, 

Nagiridni Pirate ships, lndirigan Females, etc.) count as only 112 a card (do 
not drop fractloos here). See lndirigan tribes on page 34. 

- 'D' dragon cards are considered to be the same type as 'S' ship cards 
for the purpose of using minor empire shipsfdragons. 

THE MSERVE M E T  
The resmm fleet is a number o+ cards which can be brou~ht into plav m e  - . . 
or less at will, whout havlng to rel on luck. 
C-TINO TtK ROEWE M E T  Aemove a number of cards of any type 
from your deck equal to or less than the number of players at the start of 
the game. They are set aside, face dawn and are not exposed to the other 
players until after the ante has been drawn. 

Beginner's Note: A T4, S3. T5, S4, R C 4  ... (or cards which are dose 
in strength to these). 
USING T t E  RESERVE FLEET: As a Card Play, a layer may swap a card 
from his hand wlth a card ~n his reserve fleet. f he card placed into the 
reserve fleet must be of equal or higher strength then the card removed. 
The removed card is placed into the hand. This swap counts as 1 of the 
Card Plays that a player may make on his turn. To pla this card from the 
player's hand to ins actlve fleet requires another Card Lay. 
=Sf RVE FLfn RESTRICTIONS: Cards with the word 'reserve' in the title 
and cards which are restricted to 1 copy per deck (by whatever rules are 
bang used) cannot be piaced into the reserve fleet at the start of a game. 



GEITING STARTED / ANTE 
After you have stocked your deck and created your reserve fleet, shuf- 

fle the remaining cards in your deck. Then set it down in front of you. Any 
player may shMe your d&. The player to your left then cuts your deck. 
After all decks have been cut each player draws top card from his deck 
and exposes it. This card is the ante. 

- The player with the highest strength ante s first. The second high- P" est ante goes second, third highest third, etc. 19s are resolved by die roll. 
It is best for players to seat themselves in a clockwise rotation around the 
table in the order of play. 

-Each player's ante becomes the first card in his Discard Pile. 
OPTIONAL RULE: The winner of the game gets to keep all of the ante cards 
after he has won. In this case, the ante cards are set aside, not placed into 
the Discard Piles. All players must agree to this before play begins. 

HOW TO WIN 
The object of the game is to have fun. To win you must be the last 

remaining player. Once an opponent has sustained 25 potnts of damage 
to his Sector HQ he is remwed from the game. 

When an opponent is re- from the game, all his cards are 
removed from play. Any card played to or against that player 1s placed on 
the owner's Discard Pile unless that card says it can affect multi~le fleets 
or is able to move to new targets in different fleets. 
VICTORY CELEBRAT~ON: Any t~me a player scores 6 or more points of dam- 
age on another player's Sector HQ with weapons fire, that player may 
immediately draw 1 card from the deck to add to his hand. 

=GINNING PLAY 
- After the ante has been drawn, all players expose their reserve fleets 

to the other players by placing them face up on the table in an area desig- 
nated for the reserve fleet. Care should be taken not to confuse the 
reserve fleet with the actwe fleet which will be formed by playing cards. 

- All players draw 9 cards from their decks. The first player begins his 
turn by following the Player Turn Sequence. When finished, the second 
player goes and so on. 

TURN D€f INITIONS 
COnPtETE TURN: A complete turn is from the beqinning of a player's turn 
to the beginning of their next turn. Players keep track of t!~e duration of 
their own cards during their Allocation Phase. WLien a card uses the word 
'turn' it refers to a complete turn. 
PLAYER TURN: The turn of ofte player onty. Each player turn is described 
below in the Player Turn Sequence: 



PLAYER TURN SEQUENCE 
1 - POINT ALLOCATION WAS€ 
RECORD KEEPING STEP: 

- Previously played cards whose durations have expired are discarded 
at this time as the first action of this phase. Cards which produce or mod- 
ify point output generate their effect before bwng discarded (ex.: a period- 
ic comet will produce its research on its last turn). 

- Ships can change locations at this t~me (see ship movement p. 36). 
- All shields regenerate 1 point during this phase at no cost, i.e. one 

damage point is removed from the shields of each card with damaged 
shields in the player's fleet. 
ALLOCATION: 

Terrain and some o m  cards generate points. Geoerated points are 
a l h t e d  to other cards as desired by the owning player. Points must be 
allocated to cards each turn. All such point allocation occurs only in the 
Allocation Phase. 

- Only a card which witi receive all of its point requirements may receive 
additional points for the operation of heavy weapons, ship systems or 
equipment. However, crew cards on disengaged cards can recerve pants. 

- Points which are not used during the Allocation Phase are lost. 
- Cards which have point requirements and generate points will gener- 

ate pants if they will be engaged. Cards whic'l modify point output will 
modify point output if they wtl! be engaged. Cards which will not be 
engaged cannot generate or modify points. 

2 ~ O E M E N f  WAS€ 
Cards which received all point requirements are constdered engaged 

and are piaced in a vertical position in this phase. Cards without point 
requirements remain engaged. Cards which did not receive their point 
requirements are considered disengaged and are placed in a horizontal 
position (they cannot operate). 

For the sake of player convenience, card may be engaged as points 
are allocated to them since it is easier to allocate to one card, engage it and 
then go on to the next card. 

3-PLAYCARDSWAS€A 
- A player may play a maximum of 3 cards during his turn. - Card Actions (of cards in play or just played) may occur onty once 

each turn during this phase or in Play Cards Phase B. 

4 - W€APONS FIR€ PHASE 
STANDARD TARGETS: The f o l m n g  card types are consmed stan- 

dard targets and may be fired at with weapons: terrain, ships, dragons, 
psys, bases, installations, free fiying shuttles and any cards which say they 
are destroyed by damage. 



a - Declare weapons fire to a single target from any number of en aged 
cards in the finng player's fleet with one or m e  unftred weapom Phis is 
a weapons volley. 
b - Players may play reactron cards in reaction mode. The firing player 
cannot react unless another player has reacted. 
c - Resolve the effect of reaction cards. 
d - Resolve the effects of the weapons vdley, i.e. target destroyed or dam- 
aged, etc. 
e - Repeat the above sequence, declaring weapon volleys to n w  targets 
until there are no more targets or weapons. A layer ma dedare only one 

v! F weaporls volley qatnst eacCl target durtng a eapons rre Phase. 

~ - P ~ A Y C A R D S P H A S E ~  
A player may only play 3 cards during his player turn. Cards played 

during an earlier phase count aga~nst this limit and may prevent any cards 
from being played during this phase. Engaged cards which did not take 
W r  card actions in Card Play Phase A may take t b m  now. 

6 - DISCARD PHASE 
- Unused Card Plays may be used to discard cards from the hand. 
- A player ma discard any number of cards from his fleet. 
- Cards whlc 6 are yours but under the control of another player w 

cards which you cannot control becquse of the effect of a card played 
agatnst that card may not be voluntartly discarded (not even by that other 
player) untll you regain control. Note, thts card could tndiredy be dlsprd- 
ed by discardtng the basis of the stack to whtch ~t is played (Example: A C9 
Admiral wtth an 09 lnsantty played against tt may not be dfscarded, how- 
ever the 64 Base Stat~on on whrch the C9 Admiral 1s played may be dis- 
carded, thereby discarding the insane admiral). 

7 - DRAW CARDS PHASE 
If the player has 9 or fewer cards in his hand, he may draw 2 cards 

from the deck. tf he has 10 or 11 cards in his hand, he may draw 1 card. 
If the layer has 12 or more cards in his hand, he draws 0 cards. 

- P f there are no more cards in the deck the player cannot draw cards, 
i.e. the Discard Pile is not reshuffled. 

- The player who just completed his turn announces that he is finished. 

Beginner3 Note: G a l e  Emptres is a step-by-step game. Once you do 
something, it is too late to go back to an earl~er phase in the sequence of 
play and do something there. Mistakes happen and you will make mis- 
takes. When learning ~t is OK to go kmck and redo things, but when play- 
ing on a competttive level you will Se expected to go on when yau make a 
m~stake, sacriflcirq the portions of your turn you forgot to use. 



CARDS HAVE RULES 
This is the most important rule rn the gamer Most of the cards have 

rules defined on them. Tho rules on the cards may contradict the rules 
contained herein. In that event, the rules on the cards take precedence. 

DlffERfNT VERSIONS Of THE SAME CARD 
When different versions of the same card exist, all versions play as the 

most recently printed version. 

RESTRICTIONS ON CARD PLAY, TURNS 1 AND 2 
Turn 1 Restrictions: Only terrain cards may be played durlng the first 

turn. Reserve fleet swaps may also be made on turn 1. 
Turn 2 Restrictions: Any card types may be played on turn 2 except that 

a maximum of 1 ship, base, dragon, installatton or psy card may be played. 

POSITION O f  CARDS PLAYED 
All cards with point requirements (on the card; regardless of modifiers 

elsewhere in play) are played in the disengaged posttion. Cards without 
p i n t  requirements are played engaged. Cards are not considered to be in 
play until after the have been played. 
Beginner's Note: & ince point allocation is the first phase of the player turn, 

those cards with point requirements which were not in play during the 
Allocation Phase could not receive any points and therefore could not be 
engaged during the Engagement Phase. 

EffECTS O f  %€ING DISENGAWD 
A disengaged card may not take any actton. Cards may be played on 

disengaged cards, opponents may score weapons damage on them, etc. 
- A disengaged ship or base can only operate ~ ts  shields, conduct 

repairs by use of repair points and operate passive equrpment. 
- Engaged cards on disengaged cards function. The only exceptron 

are that crew must be engaged to use an abllrty card and non-passive 
equipment on a drsengaged unit must be disengaged. 

- Rules on a d~sengaged card may strll arect the disengaged card. 
Rules such as how the card IS destroyed, spectfrc rmmunrties, etc. are not 
affected by being disengaged. 

CARD LOCATIONS 
Once a card is played it cannot change location unless a rub on that 

ar another card causes its location to be changed. Only ships and dragons 
can voluntarily change location once each turn during the Allocation Phase. 

TWO O f  THE SAME CARD AT THE SAME LOCATION 
If two of the same card (or posslMy cards that do the same thing) are 

played to the same locat~on, they can both function. Generally, if two or 



mote cards are affecting a location, all of them will apply. Exception: 
Terrain modifiers. 

THERE-AN D-BACK MISSION RULES 
A there-and-back miss~on is a means for crew cards to assautt an 

opponent location by transporttng to that location with a shuttle, fighter or 
transporter, making an attack and transporting back. There-and-back mis- 
sions are a 3 step process: 
1- TRAVEL THERE: The transport to the tar et location. 
2- THE MISSION: The crew's card action ( d eginner's note: many crew per- 
form functions at their location, these crew use equipment to do there-and- 
back missions to affect opponent locations). 
3- TRAVEL BACK: The transport back. 

- Any of these 3 steps can be reacted to. 
- When played in reaction mode, shuffles, fighters and transporters 

may be played simultanmsly with any reaction crew card. 
- Shuttles and fighters travei with the crew, while transporters remain 

at their location. 

HOW LONG CARDS REMAIN IN PLAY 
Once played, cards remain in play un!il the actions of another player 

cause them to be removed from play and discarded (f~ring weapons, effects 
of occurrence cards, etc.). Some cards are instant and after applying their 
effects are immediately discarded (discarded after use). Soms caras last 
a specific amount of turns and are discarded after that many turns have 
elapsed. 

- Anv card which reaches a strenoth of ZERO is discarded. 
- When a card is discarded all &rds played on or against it are dis- 

carded also (except sh~ps and dragons in play on destroyed terrain cards 
and cards pla ed to or against several locations). 

- Voided Eard Plays: Cards which state they are discarded afta. use 
and which are votded by a reaction card are discarded even though they 
did not get used. 

- Returned to ttte Hand: When a staclc of cards is returned to the hand, 
each card in the stack is returned to its respcttve owner's hand. 

DISCARD PILE 
Cards placed in the Discard Pile must remain in the order in wheh they 

are discarded. Some cards require a search through or removal from the 
Discard Pile and so the cards shouM not be disordered. When drds are 

placed on the Discard Pile in any order, 
but once in the may not be reorganized. Discard piles 



LIMIT ON CARD ACTIONS 
Cards in play may onty perform each of their functions once per corn 

pkte turn (from the point of view of the controlling player). Additionally, 
functions of a card used as a reaction may only be used once per complete 
turn. Note: Cards were always limited to active once per turn. The fact that 
"each turn' was listed on most cards led some people to believe that cards 
without this clause cwld function muttiple times. 

PLAYING WEACTION CARDS 
Only cards designated with an 'W ma be played in reaction to an r opponent's actions orl an opponent's turn. hey cannot be played in reac- 

tion on your own turn unless reacting to an opponent's reaction card play. 
Reaction card acttons occur just before the ac!ion they are reacting to. 

- Cards played in reaction do not count against the Card Play limit 
when played during another player's turn. They DO count as a Card Play 
when played during your own turn and may not be played if all Card Plays 
have already been used. 

A reaction card may mty be pla ed in reaction mode if one of its func- 
tions is used at the time it is playeJ Any of the reaction card's functions 
may be used when it is played (regardless of the play phase), except reac- 
tion cards can only fire thew weapons if played in an opponent's Weapons 
Fire Phase and onty if they do no! need resource poin!s to function. 

- Cards pla ed in reaction can generate points and apply them to 6 another card. T ey cannot cause that card to engage unless they speafi- 
cally say so. Reaction cards which are not played in reaction mode will not 
generate points outs& of the Allocation Phase. 

- Reaction cards cannot be played in phases where the playing player 
takes no actions. 

- The following can be reacted to: Point allocation, a card being played, 
a card action, weapons fire, and discarding during the Discard Phase. 

- If a card is removed from play as a reaction before being resolved, 
the card wil! be resohred upon returning to play. 
LAST RfACTlON CARD PLAYED HAS PRECEMNCE: In a reaction 
sequence, the most recently played REACTION card will take its action(s) 
before previously played reaction cards. 
w c n m  MOM ACTIONS OF CARDS ALREADY IN PLAY: %me cards 
can perform actions in reaction mode even if they are already in play as 
long as the are engaged. These cards must state 'As a reacton, can ...." 

EXAM&: Minesweepers (which can prevent an opponent's mine 
from doing damage) and escorts (which can intercept some incoming dam- 
age directed at certain other ships) may take these actions as if they were 
played in reaction mode. 

- Reaction cards already in play CANNOT react unless they actually 
state 'As a reaction, ..." 



COMMAND LIMITS AND COMMAND SLOTS 
A player's fleet has a command limit. The command limit is the maxi- 

mum numbar of cards which require a command slot that a player may nor- 
mally have In play. 

- Cards which m u m  1 command slot each indude shp, dragon and 
base cards of strength 3 or higher. 

- Cards which consume 1?2 of a command slot each indude all psy 
cards, strength 2 sh~ps, strength 2 dragons and strength 2 bases. 

- No other cards consume command slats. 
- Comb~ned cards require the command slats of their combined 

*m. 
During the Allocation Phase, each player automatically generates a 

number of command pants equal to the number of players that started the 
game (this does not change as players are eliminated). This number, plus 
any ottter generated command points, is the number of command slots that 
player has available for that complete turn. 
EXAMPLE: If there are four players then each player may have up to four 
cards which consume command slots in play at an given time. If a play- 

not play it until a command slot is available. 
r er has a ship in his hand, but all of his command sots are in use, he may 

- Cards which generate command points only do so in the Allocation 
Phase. Therefore, a card just played that generates command points can- 
not use that command point to create a command slot until the Allocation 
Phase of the next turn. 

- H a pla er has full command slots and lases same command points 
he does not & ave to discard cards which consume command slats, but he 
may not play another card requiring command slots until a free slot 
becomes available. 

- Cards which require command nts as a point requirement cannot 
recgive command points during the r" Ilocatbn Phase until all other cards 
occupying a command sbt have had command points allocated to those 
slots. 

- Unused command points always m a t e  empty command slots. 
- When calculating command slots used, never drop fractions. 

HI- E M P M  COMMAND RATING BONUS: One minor empire ship (but 
not a generic ship) in play in the fleet does not consume a command slot 
and may be played even if all command slots are full. However, if that 
minor empire is being used as the main empire of the player's deck, then 
ships of that main minor empire do not get this benefit. 



CONTROL 
The owning player controls the actions of his cards unless an opponent 

has assumed control by the means of some card. In wder to assume con- 
trol of an opponent's card which requires a command slot, the player 
assuming control must have a command slot available for that card. Once 
controlled by an opponent that card does not occupy a command slot in its 
original fleet. 

- On the turn that contrd of an engaged opponent card is established, 
that card can be used normally if it was engaged when control was estab- 
lished. If a controlled card has point requirements the controlling player 
must allocate these points during his Allocation Phase in order to use that 
card on subsequent turns. Phasers on the controlled card can be used 
normally, but heavy weapons can only be used if they were armed (and not 
used) by the previous controlling player. 

- A controlled ship protects the Sector HQ of the player controtling it. A 
controlled psy protects the Psy Network of the player controlling it. 

- Control may revert back to the owning player even if there is no com- 
mand slot available. 

PLAYING ON YOURSELf/OPPONENT 
The card type rules specifically state where that card type is played. 
When a card is played against an opponent, it is usually best to keep 

the bottom end of the card facing toward the person who owns the card 
(upside down to the affected player) and place a color marker bead on the 
card. This will help to prevent confusion when cards are discarded or oth- 
erwise returned to their owners if each player is using different color beads. 
CARD PLAY TERMS: 

ON: Man cards are played on other cards. This means they become t: part of a stac of cards originating with the card on which the are played. 
AGAINST Cards played on an opponent card are play against that 

opponent's card. 
J 

PLAYED TO: Many cards say where they must be 'played to'. This 
refers to the actual location the card must be placed when it is first played. 
The card may charge location afterwards. 

BASIS OF A STACK: Any card with other cards played to or against it, 
but not the card(s) played to or against it. 

THE FLEET: All cards played by a player are in that player's fleet. This 
indudes cards played against an opponent Reet. 

FRACTIONS 
Whenever a fraction is generated by the mechanics of the game it is 

dropped (not rounded). The rules require that full points are required to do 
things. Thus 1!2 a repair point does nothing, 3!4 of a damage point does 
not destroy a ship with only one point left, etc. 



APPLYING W€APONS DAMAGE TO T A M S  
During the Weapons Fire Phase, the firing player designates a target, 

how much damage is being applied, which units from his fleet are firing and 
which weapons t?ey are f i~ng.  This is a weapons volley. 
D A M A a N G  Ttt€ Sf CTOR HO: A Sector HQ or Psy Network is destroyed 
by the 25th damage point applied against it. 

- A Sector HQ or Psy Network may only be fired at if there are no cards 
protecting it (ships, dragons or psys). 

- Only ship, dragorl, or psy cards may fire at a Sector HQ or Psy 
Network. Equipment cards in play on these cards may also fire at the 
Sector HQ or Psy Network. 
SPLAStl D A M A M :  Splash damage may only occur when a player plays a 
card in reaction to weapons fire at a target that the reaction card would pro- 
tect. If there is sufficient damage to destroy the reaction card then it is 
destroyed and then the remaining damage is applied to the original target. 
VOIDED D A M A M :  Weapons fire which becomes iltegal due to reaction 
card play is lost and cannot be reapdied. 

K€ €PING TRACK Of DAMAM 
Use dice (6 sided and always the least number of dtce possible). If a 

ship takes four points of damage place a die on that card with the four 
s m n g .  As damage is inflicted and repaired, simply change the number 
on the die to reflect the current amount of damage on the ship. 

- Damage to shields and damage to the shrp itself should be tracked 
separately by using two different co!or dice. Dice should also be used to 
keep track of research points appl~ed to monsters, current strength of 
Mechad EMFs, etc. Try to be consistent; always use red dice for damage 
to ships and bases and monsters, green for shields, whrte for a~p l i t d  
research points, black for permanent damage, etc. 

- D m  may also be used to keep track of duration on cards which onty 
last a specific number of turns. 

UNRESOLVED INTERACTIONS 
Occasionally, an interaction between two or more cards might t>ecMe 

diff i i l t  to resolve. This IS extremely rare but if it occurs players should be 
able to come to a resolution. These interactions are resolved by vote and 
play continues as usual (resolve tres with a die roll). 

Unrssotved interactions are formally resolved in our bimonthly mqa-  
zine, Galactic Fire. After resolution in Galactic Fire, votes are no longer 
used. Call Companion Games, Inc. at 1-607-652-9038 to receive your free 
first issue. Subscribers receive an exclusive card with each issue! 

Companion Games, Inc. answers rules questions by phone, mail, on- 
line, etc.). Answers given by Companion Games' personnel are tentative 
until published in Galxtic F~re. 



EXPLANATION Of KINDS O f  POINTS 
There are many different types of po~nts generated by terrain and other 

cards. The rsprsentat~ve symbol is given wrth each. 

XSOURCE POINTS 
9 ECONOMY: Economy points are the most useful type of points. They can 
be declared and used as supply, energy, ammunition, research, repair or 
healing points. During the Allocation Phase of each turn the player 
declares what his economy points will be used for. E a d  economy point 
may be used as a different point type each turn. 

- Economy points are not modified by m o d i s  whid  mddy other 
types of points even when the economy points are used as that point type. 

SUPPLY: Supply points are consumaMes needed to function. 

# ENERGY Energy is ttte power needed for aperation. 

AMMUNITKM: Ammunition points are required to fire heavy weapons. 
The number of heavy weapons are listed at the bottom of some cards 
the use of heavy weapon symbols (identical to ammunition symbols). % 
maximum of 1 ammunition pant may be allocated to each heavy weapons. 

3 RESEARCH: Research points represent scientific study. 

+ MPAIR: Repair points represents the ability to fix damage. Each repair 
point may fix one point of damage. Only a card in your active fleet may be 
fixed with repair points. There are two types of repair points, the general 
repair point and the healing point. 
REPAIR POINT A repair point may on1 be used to fix damage to a shield d point or a strength pornt on a ship ca (but not a dragon card), or a base 
card. It may also be used to repair damage on a terrain card. but not card 
damage applied to the structure of a terrain card. 
HEALING POINT A healing point is always designated by card rules. A 
healrng point will 'cure' a point of damage (or applied research) on a being 
(dragon, psy ...). The bein type will always be specified on the card @en- % erating the healing points. conomy used as a healing points may NO be 
used to heal monsters, but may be used on all other types of beings. 

OTHER KINDS OF POINTS 
O COMMAND: Command points allow extra ships. bases, dragons of psys 
to be in play. Command points are generated during the Allocation Phase. 
Each command point creates a command slot at that time (see command 
limits on page 13). 

X D A M A M :  Dam e points cause one point of damage each. 7 GENERAL DAMA YE POINTS: Only found at the top right of cards that 
cause damage. This damage is considered card damage not weapons fire. 



WEAPON DAMAGE POINTS: This symbol is used to represent several dif- 
ferent weapon types at the bottom of the card (see the weapon rules for 
details on these weapons). 

O StiKLD: Shield points are found at the top right of most ship and base 
cards. Shields atways function (even if the card is not engaged). Each 
shield point is eliminated by one pant af damage. After the shields are 
gone, the unit may sustain structural damaoe. One shield pant is auto- 
matically repaired during the Allocation Phase of a player's turn; any num- 
ber may be repaired with repair points. 

4B ARMOR SYSTEM: Armor indicators are h a t e d  at the top nght of cards 
quipped wlth armor. Only one such symbol will be present and it will con- 
tain a number indicating how many uses of that armor system are allowed 
before the armor system no longer works. 

- Armor systems may only be used once every time damage would be 
a p p l d  to the unit's structure. T b y  may not be used, however, to prevent 
damage from cards or weapons which specifically cause structural damage 
[boarcing parties, Tarrac pro)ectors (structural portion only), etc.]. 

- When an armor system is used against an cpponent volley (or other 
source of damage), the damage a~pliec as structural damage IS decreased 
by the current strength of the armor system. After each use, the armor sys- 
tem decreases 1 point of strength. Use a die to indicate cunent strength. 

- Ships possessing an armor system are not required to activate it. 
Armor systems can be t3ctiv~ted on engaged or disengaged ships. 

- Shields are always damaged before armor systems can decrease 
damage . Armor systems on1 affect structural damage. All other reduc- r tions to volleys are applied be ore armor systems may be activated. 

- Armor systems cannot be repaired. 

+ NOM: Node points are used on Mgdrad ships. Energy allocated to the 
electromagnetic field (EMF) is muhiplid by the number of nodes to deter- 
mine the strength of the EMF (see the Mechad rules on page 31). 

+ wAS€R:  Phaser points are found at the bottom of many cards. Phasers 
cannot cause structural damage to twain (see the weapon rules for 
phasers on page 26). Any weawn represented with a phaser pant is con- 
sidered a phaser regardless of the name used. 

HEAW WEAPON: Heavy weapons are different for each empire. For 
tfistance, the Krebz use sabots, the Argonians use energy fluxes etc. Each 
heavy weapon requires one ammunition point to fire. Hea weapons can 'Yi damage terrain (see the heavy weapon rules on page 26-2 ). 

cr LOBSTER: Lobster pants are found in the Comedy Club on the Far Side 
of the Galaxy expansion. Lobster pants allocated to a monster equal to 
the monster's strength disengages the monster for one complete turn. 
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TYPES Of CARDS 
Beginner's Note: Card types listed below with an ' before them can be 

skipped by beginning players srnce they are not found in Universe Edition 
starters. 

TERRAIN CARDS: Terrain cards are designated with a 'T". 
- The main function of terrain cards is to p r o m  resource points. 
- The only cards which can cause card damage to the structure of ter- 

rain cards are those cards that specifically state the can damage terrain. 
- Heavy weapons are the only weapons which AN cause damage to 

the structure of terrain cards. 
E 

- Terrain are played independently. 
Terrain Output Modifiers: A number of cards (freighters, tugs, bases etc.) 
modi the point output of terrain cards. Positive additive modifiers are not 
cumu ? ative; only the greatest modifier is used (i.e. a terrain with two 
freighters, +2 economy each, only gets a single +2 modifier). Positive mul- 
tiplicat~ve modifiers are not cumulative; only the greatest modifier is used 
(i.e. a terrain with a base station, 2x supply and a starbase, 3x supply, only 
gets the 3x modifier not a 6x). 

- Always apoly additive modifiers first, then multiplicative modifiers. 
- Some terrain may be played to other terrain. Terrain that combine are 

considered one terrain combining their strength and output. Rules on a 
specific element of a terrain stack do not necessarily apply to the entire 
stack. Ex.: A T5 Ring System played to a T3 Crystal Planet (immune to 
weapons fire) may have up to 5 points of heavy weapons damage applied 
to it. It will not be discarded until the remaining 3 points are applied to the 
crystal planet portion as card damage. 

SHIP CARDS: Ship cards are designated with an 'S'. 
- There are two basic types of ship cards: Empire ships and generic 

ships. Empire ships have a specific empire written on them such as 
Argonian, Bolaar, etc. Generic ships (freighters, tugs, etc.) can be used by 
any empire. Generic ships do not have an empire stated on them and have 
a blue lined background. Both types of ship cards work as follows: 

- Ship cards can be pla ed independently or to a terrain card. A ship 
does not block damage to t i: e terrain on which it is played nor is the ship 
destro ed if the terrain is destroyed. 

- $me ships may be played to other ships. When this happens. both 
ships are considered one ship combining strength, shields and weapons. 

DRAGON CARDS: Dragon cards are designated with a 'D'. Dragon cards 
are a subset of ship cards. 

- Dragon cards are exrtctty the same as ship cards except no equip 
ment cards, crew cards or occurrence cards may be played to them or 



against them. Note that it is possible for a card action from one of these 
card types to affect a dragon (EXAMPLE: A mine card is an equipment 
card. It IS played on a friendly ship. Its card action is to cause damage to 
an enemy shio. Therefore, it can cause damage to a dragon). 

- Effects which apply to sh~p cards, includ~ng weapons fire, monsters, 
etc. also app!y to dragon cards. 

- Dragon cards can be played independently or on a terrain card. A 
dragon does not block damage to the terrain on which it is played nor is the 
dragon destroyed if the terra~n is destroyed. 

- Some dragons may be played to other dragons. When this happens, 
both dragon cards are considered one dragon combining their strength. 

BAS€ CARDS: Base cards are designated with a 'B'. 
A base card must be played on a terrain, it cannot be in play indepen- 

dent of terrain. The terrain card on whtch a base is played may not be tar- 
geted by weapons fire until the base is destroyed. A base wtll not protect 
a terrain card from card damage. Excess damage applied to a base does 
not splash to the terrain card unless the base is played irl reaction mode. 

CREW CARDS: Crew cards are designated with a 'C'. 
A crew card is pla ed on a ship, base or terrain card. Most crew cards r have an illustration o a specific empire being, this illustration is only an 

example and does not necessarily mean that the crew card may only be 
used in a deck of that ernptre. Only crew cards with an empire's name In 
their title are empire crew. See the deck stock~ng rules on page 5. 

Crew cards with point requirements may have points allocated to them 
even if their location IS disengaged. 

*ANCIENT CARDS (found in Realms of the AncientsTM and other expansion 
sets only): Ancient cards no, not millennia old GE cards gated in from the b future) are designated wit an 'N'. 

Ancient cards are a subsei of crew cards. Ancient cards are treated as 
crew cads for all purposes. Cards which can be played on crew can be 
played on ancients, and anything which can affect crew can affect anctents. 

- Ancients may be played dlrectly to ~nstallations. 
- Ancients in play on an installation may move to another location with- 

out transportation once each turn (not on a there-and-back mission). If in 
play on an installation being discarded, they may move to another location. 

- A  player with an engaged anc~ent in play on an installat~on (under his 
control) may target opponerlt Sector HQs, Psy Networks or the Time Origin 
with the weapons of that installation. 

- IMPORTANT Anclents are a subset of crew cards, but crew cards are 
never treated as ancient cards. 

- Only N cards are considered ancient cards. 



ABILITY CARDS: Abilrty cards are designated with an 'A'. Abilrty cards mad- 
ify the characteristics or abilities of other cards. 

- Ability cards are played to crew in your fleet unless they specrfy they 
can be played elsewhere. 

- An abilrty card may not be engaged on a disengaged crew. 

*PSY CARDS: (found in Powers of the Mindm): Psy cards are designated 
with a 'P'. 

Ps cards are a subset of crew cards. Psy cards are treated as crew r cards or all non-psy-specrfic purposes. Cards which can be played on 
crew can be played on psys, and anything which can affect crew cards can 
affect ps cards. 

- IM Ib RTANT Psys are a subset of crew cards, but crew cards are 
never treated as psy cards. 

- Only P cards are considered p y  cards. 

*ft€LD CARDS: (found in Powers of the MindTM): FteM cards are designat- 
ed with an 'F'. 

FleM cards are played on terrain cards in the fleet. 
- A maximum of one field card may be played to a terrain card. 
- FW cards are on destroyed by the destruction of the terrain card 

on which they are playe! 

'AG€NDA CARDS: Agenda cards are desgnated with a 'G'. 
E a d  agenda card has a hidden agenda rule andlor an exposed agen- 

da rule. 
- Hidden agendas must be accomplished entirety before the agenda 

card is played. When the hlciden agenda IS accomplished, the agenda card 
is immed~ately exposed from the hand (not a Card Play) and the benefit is 
immediately gained. 

- Exposed agendas are played prior to accomplishing the agenda. 
Their benefit cannot be gained unt~l 1 complete turn after the agenda card 
has been played. After that turn, the benefit IS immediately galned when 
the agenda IS accomplished. 

- A player may not accomplish the same agenda twice (two exactiy 
tdentical cards) during a s~ngle complete turn. 

- When an agenda has been accomplished, place it on the Sector HQ 
(or Psy Network). 

A player who accom tshes 25 strength points of agendas immediate- 
ly has his Sector HQ or k' sy Network restored to 25 points. At this time, all 
agenda cards on the Sector HQ are discarded. Any player may only do this 
once per game. Subsequent agenda cards are discarded when accorn- 
plished. 



EQUlPMfNT CARDS: Equyxnent cards are designated with an 'E'. 
An equipment card may only be l a y 4  to a ship or base. 
Equipment cards have a small '8 or 'NP' beneath the bottom left mr- 

rtef of the art window. This indicates whether the card is passive or non- 
passive. Passive equipment is always played in the engaged position. A 
non-passive equipment card without point requirements is played in the 
same position (engaged or disengaged) as the unit to which it is played. A 
non-passive equipvent card canqot be engaged on a disengaged unit. 
EMPIRE SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT: Some eoui~ment cards are iidicated as 
betng the exdusive or foretgn technology of a swciftc empire. These cards 
may only be engaged when in play on a unit of that empire. 

Exdusive Tecclnology: Cannot be used by other empires. 
Foregn Technology: Cannot be used by other empires except by 

means of a special card which specifically permits the use of forergn tech- 
such as an engineer, some science officers, etc. "'"ily dapted Technology: Empcres defined as being able to '&pt technol- 

ogy' can use foreign technology of other empires normally and may use 
exdusive technology by means of a special card which specifically permits 
the use of foreign technology, such as an engineer, same science officers, 
etc. (See Vektrean and Bolaar rules.) 

HAZARD CARDS: Hazard cards are designated with an 'H'. Hazards rep- 
resent the dangers of space travel. 

Each hazard card indcates where it IS played and what its effects are. 
Hazard cards which do not sa where they are played, are played to or 6 against the card or cards whlc they affect. Hazards cards whlch affect 
thlngs other than cards (weapons fire, op~onent vo!leys, etc.) are consid- 
ered played to the owning player's fleet. 

'INSTALLATION CARDS: Installation cards are designated with an '1'. The 
lost empire known only as the 'ancients' left gigantic stellar installations 
throughout the Far Side. These abandoned installatim were occasional- 
ly used by the empires when attempting to conquer a given sector. 

- Installations are pla ed independently. 
- They are not cons' KT ered bases. 
Crew Complement: The player who plays an installation is assumed to 

have a 'crew complement' on board the installation equal to the strength of 
the installation card plus the strengths of all of his engaged crew in play on 
the installation. All other players have a crew complement equal only to the 
summed strengths of thelr engaged crew cards in play on that installation. 

Control: The player with the highest crew com~lement (ties go to the 
installation player) controls the ~nstallation. 

Transport: Crew cannot be played directly to installatim, they must be 
moved (via transportation) to the installation. Ancients ('N' cards) are an 
exception and may be played directly to installations. 



LUCK CARDS: Luck cards are designated with an 'L'. Luck cards deal with 
luck and unlucky situations. 

Each card defines how the luck card is played and how it works. Luck 
cards are played to or against the card or cards which they affect. Luck 
cards which affect things other than cards are considered played to the 
owning player's fleet. 

MONSTER CARDS: Monster cards are designated with an 'M'. Space m- 
sters are creatures or beings which live in space and often cause damage 
to terrain or starships. 

Each monster card defines where it is played, how it works, what dam- 
age (if any) it causes and how it is killed or negated. 

Monsters may only be repaired by cards which generate monster heal- 
ing points. 

When a monster's location (the card or cards it is affecting) is discard- 
ed the monster is also discarded. 

- A  monster with multiple locations or which can change locations is not 
discarded until the last of these locations is discarded. 

- An 'M' space dragon is not a 'D' dragon card. 

OCCURMNCE CARDS: Occurrence cards are designated with an '0'. An 
occurrence card is sirnpty a significant event. 

Each card defines how the occurrence is played, how it works, what 
damage (if any) it causes and how it is negated (if that is possibte). 
Occurrence cards are played to or against the card or cards which the 
affect. Occurrence cards which affect things other than cards are mnsi - 
ered played to the owning player's fleet. 

J 
*tl€ADQUA+?T€R CARDS: Headquarter cards are designated with a 'Q'. 

- Headquarter cards are played to the Sector HQ. 
- Headquarter cards are destroyed by weapons damage equal to their 

strength. The may on1 be targeted by weapons eligible to target the 
Sector HQ (if tX e Sector !I Q is not exposed, Q cards are not exposed). 

- Only 'Q' cards may be played to or against 'Q' cards. 
- Headquarter cards do not protect the Sector HQ. 



SPECIAL SHIP SYSTEMS 
MI* M P l A Y M € N T  SYSTEM: The Tufor are masters of mine warfare and 
most of their shi s use a device known as the mine deployment system 
(MDS). Each M S requires one mine card and one supply point to func- 
tion. An MDS permits one mine card to be used each turn but the mine 
card is not discarded after use, it remains on Tufor ship indefinitely. An 
MDS can have a supply point allocated to it prior to having a mine card 
played to the ship. Any mlne cards played to that ship (over the number of 
act~vated MDSs) and activated are discarded after use. 

PHAS€R H A W I M R :  A p h a w  magnifier allows a Scorpead unit to muttiply 
the amount of damage done by each of its phasers. If 1 energy point is 
allocated to the phaser magnifier, each phaser will do 2 points of damage; 
i f  2 energy points are allocated to the phaser magnifier, each phaser will do 
3 points of damage. The maximum amount of energy that may be allocat- 
ed to a phaser magnifier is noted on the card. A unit's hyperspace deto- 
nator may not armed on a turn when the phaser magnifier is armed. 

MANEUWRlNt3 SYSTEM: Each maneuvering system on a ship costs one 
energy point to activate. When a maneuver card ('maneuver' in the title) is 
played to a ship with an activated maneuver system, it IS not discarded 
after use. During the Record Keeping Step of the next turn, the maneuver 
card is placed back into the hand. The first maneuver card (and second for 
ships with 2 maneuvering systems) played always consumes an activated 
maneuvering system and cannot be discarded after use. 

ELECTRONIC WARfARE SYSTEM: Each electronic warfare systems on a 
ship costs one energy point to activate. When an electronic warfare card 
('electronic warfare' in the title) is played to a ship with an activated elec- 
tronic warfare system, it is not discarded after use. During the Record 
Keeping Step of the next turn, the electronic warfare card is placed back 
into the hand. The first electronic warfare card (and second for ships with 
2 electronrc warfare systems) played always consumes an electronic war- 
fare system and cannot be discarded after use. 

TRANSGATE: Each transgate may be used once each complete turn as a 
card action or in reaction mode. A transgate may be used in one of two 
modes: 

- A transgate allows a J'xar unit to bring a J'xar ship into play fully 
engaged. The ship being 'gated in' must be a J'xar ship whose strength 
does not exceed the energ allocated to the transgate. 

- A transgate allows a I' 'xar unit to be recalled from play (returning the 
ship stack to the hand). The ship being 'recalled' must be a J'xar ship 
whose strength does not exceed the energy allocated to the transgate. 
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GENERAL WEAPON RULES 
CARD DAHAG€ IS NOT W€APONS FIRE: Card damage is on indicated on 
the top right of a card with damage point symbols. Card 2 amage is not 
weapons fire and only occurs In ei:her Card Play phase as a card action. 
STANDARD TARWS: The following card types are considered standard 
targets and may be fired at with weapons: terrain, ships, dragons, psys, 
bases, installations, free flying shuttles and any cards which say they are 
destroyed by damage. 

NON-tlEAVY WEAPONS 
All non-heavy weapons can be fired if the card is engaged. They cost 

no points to be fired. Non-heavy weapons cannot damage the structure of 
terrain cards. All of these weapon types are distinct and different. All m- 
heavy weapons causes a single point of damage unless specified other- 
wise. The following IS a list of standard non-heavy weapons: Phasers, 
Subspace Whips, Settzer Cannons, Physml Damage, Psy Damage, Tme 
Damage, Time Damage Generators and Cyber Damage. 
P S Y  D A M A M :  Each psy damage point causes 1 point of damage. Some 
field cards include functions which produce psy damage. Since psy dam- 
age points are considered to be weapons fire for all purposes, functions 
whch generate psy damage points must be activated during Play Cards 
Phase A so that those damage points may be used during the Weapons 
Fire Phase. 
TlM DAMAM: Each time damage point causes 1 point of damage. Same 
cards have two printed values for time damage. The first value is the 
amount of time damage that can be generated outside the time origin, and 
the second value is the amount of time damage that can be generated 
inside the time origin. 
n M  PflBSER: Time phasers are a non-standard weapon. Time phasers 
may be fired once each turn , damaging all available targets in one fleet. 
This fire is fired prior to all other weapon volleys (with distortion cannons, 
etc.) and is not considered a weapons volley. A time phaser's damage is 
both phaser damage and time damage. A time phaser is a phaser and can 
be affected by those things which can affect phasers. 

STANDARD HEAW WEAPONS 
- Heavy weapons are the only weapons which can damage the struc- 

ture of a terrain card. 
- Standard hea weapon require 1 ammunition point to cause one 

point of damage. yhe following is a list of standard hea m a p :  
Antimatter Pellet, Bi-Tritium Boomerang, Breath Weapon, ? ctoplasmlc 
Trails, Energy Flux, Hypertrail Seekers, Neutrmium Torpedo, Plasma 
Stream, Plasma Degenerators. Sabot, Thunderbott Devastator, Tram, etc. 

- Any heavy weapon not defined beiow as a non-standard heavy 
weapon is to be considered a standard heavy weapon. 



NONSTANDARD HEAW WEAPONS 
DISTORTDN CANNON: Distortion cannons are an area affect weapon 
affecting a huge area of space. 

- Each distortion cannon will do 1 point of damage to every ship, base. 
dragon, monster (susceptibte to heavy weapons damage) and free-flying 
shuttle in 1 oppanent fleet. 

- The distortion cannon cannot affect terrain cards or the Sector HQ. 
- The distortion cannon may be used against all monsters in play 

against the Mechad player's own fleet (instead of against 1 opponent fleet); 
in this case, 1 point of damage is scored against each hostile monster (sus- 
ceptible to heavy weapons damage) in play against the fleet. 

- Distortion cannon fire occurs at the beginning of a player's Weapons 
Fire Phase before all other weapon volleys are fired (with time phases, 
etc.). Damage from a distortion cannon is not a weapons valley. 
MTWIUM BOLTS: Each detonium bolt requires 1 ammunition point to 
cause 1 point of damage. Each armed detonium bott (whether it was fired 
or not) may be fired 1 time on 1 opponent turn, as a reaction to weapons 
fired at the sh~p equipped with the detonium bdt. This fire must be at one 
of the cards which fired at the ship equtpped with the detonium bolt. 
HYPEEiPACE DETONATOR: The hyperspace detonator is the Scorpead's 
heavy weapon. When loaded, eacq phaser on the card is treated as a 
heavy weapon causing 1 point of damage for each armed hyperspace det- 
onator. 

- A ship's phaser magnifier may not be armed on a turn when the 
~ Y P " B ~  detonator is armed. 

- corpead units may not have heavy weapon refits (refits adding 
heavy weapons) applied to them. 
H E L D  PENETRATION W C E :  The shield penetration device is a heavy 
weapon that Ignores shields, amlor systems and EMFs. Each shield pen- 
etration device requires 1 ammunition point to cause 1 point of structural 
damage 
SPECIALIZED W€APONS MOUNT Each specialized weapon mount 
requires 1 ammunition point to cause 1 point of damage. Speaal 
Modificatian: When a w f i c  heavy weapon modifying equipment card is 
appl~ed to a ship with specialized weapons mounts, the specialized 
weapon mounts on the sh~p may be mnstdered to be the heavy weapon 

X pe modified by that equipment card (and will then function by the rules far 
t at heavy weapon type). Each specialized weapon mount may only func- 
tion as one heavy weapon type at a time. 
TARRAC PROJECTOR: Each tarrac pr 'ector requires 1 ammunition point to 
causes 1 point of damage. When the 7 qaaran unit is functioning as a base, 
the weapon also causes 1 point of structural damage, ignorlng shields, 
armor systems and EMFs. 



TlHE BR€AW: Some dragons have time breath. Any number of ammuni- 
tion points may be a l h t e d  to a single time breath weapon. Time breath 
may be fired o m  for every ammunition point allocated to the weapon. 
Each firing of a single weawn must occur during a different weapons vol- 
ley. Tme breath damage is both heavy weapon damage and time damage. 
VARIABLE PLASMA: Corporate ships use variable plasma as their hea 
weapon. Each variable plasma requires 1 ammo potnt to function. Ea 3 
will do a number of damage points equal to the number of energ points 
allocated to that ship for use by its variable plasma w e q n s .  EX 1 MPLE: 
If a ship has 2 variable plasma weapons which can do a maximum of 3 
points of damage each, the shrp will need 2 ammo points and 3 m g y  
points in order to do the maximum of 6 damage - 3 damage points each - 
with its variable plasmas. All the damage points from a single variable 
plasma must be scored on the same target. The range of energy points 
that may be allocated to a ship's variable plasma weapons and the number 
of such weapons is noted on each ship ~3 rd .  

THE MAJOR EMPIRES 
The major empires are the most powerful forces on the Far Side of the 

galaxy. Cards of a major emplres may only be used in a deck if that empire 
is the main empire of the deck. See "Using major empire cards' in the deck 
stocking rubs on page 6. 

AQAARAN CCKISAMRS: Aqaaran society is highly religious in nature. 
They are invading the Far Side in a religious crusade to convert the sav- 
age empires to a more righteous path. Their huge framework crafts are 
designed to travel through space as well as establishing a planetary base 
of operations. Aqaaran units may be played as either a shrp or a base. 
Each card has a strength and engagement cost for both a ship and a base. 

- Aqaaran units must be stocked as the card type ('S' or 'B') with the 
greater strength. 

- When in play on terrain, an Aqaaran unit is considered a base for all pur- 
poses, except that it may be mwed off the terrain via ship movement dur- 
ing the Allocation Phase. An Aqaaran unit in play on terrain will be dis- 
carded by the destruction of the terrain. 

- When played independently, an Aqaaran unit is a ship for all purposes. 

AROONIAN FlRST REPVBMC: The Argonians are a race of gaseous beings 
who can assume semi-solid form. They originated from within the 
Homecloud Nebula. Argonian ships use circular hulls. Their m i n e s  rotate 
about the hull allowing Argonian ships superior maneuverability. 

CLYDOtr WM: CtydOCI Citizens are of several distinct subspectes, 
known as broods. Each brood serves a distinct function in Clydon socie 
F a  instance, Blood Clydon are the common warrior caste. Several b r o 3  
are of very low caste and do not have Citizen status; some are only mar- 



ginally intelligent. The Ct@m Empire is the most aggressive major empire 
on the Far Side. 

The Ctydon use warcraf't. A Clydm warcraft functions as follows: 
- Only certain Ctydon shrps can cany warcraft. Each card indicates if 

it may do so. 
- Playing a warcraft to a ship always requires a card play, a warcraft 

and ship may not be played as a single card play. 
- Most Clydon warcraft are designated as cards that may be pla ed in 

reaction mode. However, they may only be played in reaction mode X they 
are played independent1 (i.e. not pla ed onto a cruiser) and are played X J during another player's eapons Fire haw in order to block weawns fire 
that otherwise would have damaged the Sector HQ. 

- Clydon warcraft in play can separate from or attach to a ship. When 
this is done (only in a Card Play Phase) it consumes as a Card Play. 

C M D Y  CLUB NETWORK: The Ancients left behind massive installations, 
some of whtch were comedy dubs. Mimes and space penguins use these 
comedy clubs to defend their CCN (Comedy Club Network) Sector HQ 
from hostile and often lms humorous empires. 

- Comedy club tnstallations rotect the CCN Sector HQ while controfled 
by a Comedy Club Network (C E N) player. They will not protect a control- 
ling player's Sector HQ unless that player is piaying CCN. 

- When contrdled by a CCN ayer, the weapons on a comed dub 
may target any player's exposed gctor  HO. Psy Network or Time drigin. 

COWORATE AGWESSORS: The Corporation was a rnegacorparatian 
performtnq many operat~ons for the lndiriaans before the latter became 
space 6mads.- When the lndirigans nbandoned their planets, the 
Corporation seized control of several planetary systems withln the newly 
formed Free Trade Zone. tt was the first time that a business operated as 
a galactic government. Many different humanoid and allen beings work for 
the Corporation. 
FlLARfAN IWSTERS: (found in Powers of the Mindm) The Filarians are 
intelligent parasitic beings. When an outbreak of infestation occurs, the Far 
Side goes into a panic. Filarian Infesters board shios and take control of 
the entire ship (and all accompanying cards). 

- Infested ships are moved to the fleet of the Infester player at the 
moment control is established. They are totalty controlled by the Infester 
player and are considered to be in his fleet. Th protect the lnfester play- 
er's Sector HQ, not the ship owner's Sector H a  Neither the ship owner 
nor the lnfester can voluntarily discard the ship. The ship owner cannot 
move cards off of it, etc. because the ship and all the cards are treated as 
if they were in the Infester's fleet (except of course when they are discard- 
ed they go into the Discard Pile of their rightful owner). The ship is moved 
back to the fleet of the owning player at the moment the infestation is elim- 



inated. IMPORTANT: Mark controlled cards with a color bead or marker to 
keep track of which cards belong to which players. 

- A Filarian deck is a standard deck, but the only ship cards permitted 
are generic ship cards. No major or minor empire ships, no dragons, and 
no psys are allowed. 

- Filarian infesters can only infest ships; they cannot infest dragons, 
bases, or any other card type. 

- A Filarian player may not play cards on an opponent ship which he 
controls. 

6 E u ~ A U A u :  The Gekonauak are massive organic creatures who use 
ships designed to suppcrt a single organism. The Gekooauak social struc- 
ture is determined by valor in combat and often dictates the size of a given 
creature and his vessel. When a Gekonauak advances within their society, 
they are granted a largef vessel which they grow to fit. 

- Crew may not be played or moved against a Gekonauak ship. Onty 
one crew In the fleet may be in play on a Gekonauak ship. While a crew is 
on the ship, other crew may not be played or moved to the ship. This does 
not affect any player's abilrty to perform there and back m~ssions to or 
against the ship. 

1'XAR: The origin of the J'xar is unknown. They have technology allowing 
them to cross vast distances of space at near instantaneous speed. J'x 
ships m e  first spotted on the Far Side by a small system which claimed 
the entire J'xar fleet appeared through a transdiment~onal gate. J'xar use 
transgates to gate in small ships directty to combat sites. This tactic proved 
effective against most of the Far Side empcres. 

KREBIZ CAPI'IALIST ALLIANCE: The Krebiz appear similar to man-size her- 
mit crabs. Krebiz ships consist of two pieces: The miser (aft hull) and the 
capsule (forward hull). 

- Krebiz ship cards come in three types: Cruisers, capsules and cam- 
binations. A combination card counts as 1 card for deck stocking rules (#I - 
3), but counts as 1 cruiser and 1 capsule (of that spectfic type) for purpos- 
es of duplicate card rules. 

Beginner's Note: Universe Edition contains onty combination ship 
cards for the Krebiz and these ships need not be separated, etc. Simply 
use them as complete ships and skip the Krebu rules section. 

If a capsule or cruiser is played by itself then it counts as 1 ship all by 
itseff. A Krebiz cruiser with a capsule played on it counts as one ship of a 
strength equal to the sum of both cards. Onty 1 cruiser and 1 capsule can 
combine at one time. A combination card has information for both the 
cruiser and capsule on it. It may be played as a cruiser, as a capsule or as 
the combination itself, it may even be played with other capsules or cruis- 
ers representing the opposite component. If played from the hand as one 



component, the other component is considered lost and unavailable for 
US.  

- A pla er may play a cruiser and a capsule at the same time as a sin- 
gle ship. &is counts as the play of only one card for purposes of the 3 card 
per turn limit, even though th~s one ship may actually consists of two cards. 

- A capsule may be played onto a previously pla ed crutser. A cruiser i: may be played onto a previousty played capsule. W en this happens, the 
two cards are immediately combined. Once combined, the two c o w -  
nents can only be separated an the owning player's turn. 

- Separating the two components requires one Card Play to complete 
wen  though no card is actually played. Any accompanying cards, friendly 
or enemy, can be placed on the cruiser or c~psule in any combination at 
the Kreblz player's option. Damage may be placed on the cruiser or cap 
sule in any combination at the KreSiz player's option, however shield dam- 
age must remain shield damage and structural damage must remain struc- 
tural damage. Furthermore, camage may not be divided so as to destroy 
either the cruiser or the capsule. The two cards cannot be separated ~f 
there are not sufficcent command slots. 

- Two components may be combined by using a Card Play, but not on 
a turn when either component has been separated. 

A cruiser and capsule combination may receive a number of supply 
and/or energy points sufficient to engage only one component of the com- 
binatiun. During the first Card Play Phase of that turn, the corrwoents 
must be separated as defined above and the one component that received 
enough sup ly an&or energy may be immediately engaged at that time, E outside the ngagement Phase. 

Proxy ~ 3 r d  elements can be used as temporary substitutes for s%pa- 
rated components of combination cards (Example: Use a capsule or cruis- 
er card from Primary Edition to represent separated components). 

LEOPAN CONQUISTADORS: The Leopans are a feline race originated from 
a dark matter nebula just beyond the galactic rim. They were flrst encoun- 
tered by the Argonians and the P. 0. T. and have established territory on 
the Argonian edge of the Free Trade Zone. The Leopans invaded tt-re Far 
Side in an effort to gain a strat ic edge in their war with the Zedan for con- 

seen on the Far Side. 
"$ trol of the dark matter nebula. he Leopans are the most violet empire ever 

MECHAD HOLDFAST The Mechad originate from a planet ofbiting a double 
star near the edge of the galaxy. Their homeworld is an extremely mech- 
anized society where machines control every process. 

EMF: Mechad ships use an electromagnetic field (EMF) defense 
instead of shields. The EMF has a strength equal to the'number of nodes 
multiplied by the number of energy points allocated to the EMF. Note that 
most Mechad ships have only one node and so the field strength will usu- 



ally be equal to the rtumber of energy points applied to the node. The max- 
imum strength of the EMF is twice the strength of the ship; any energy 
applied in excess of this amount is wasted. T?e EMF strength represents 
the number of defensive points the Mechad shtp has for tha? turn. 

A Mmhad ship which is not engaged during the Engagement Phase, 
or a ship which is played from the hand is given a free EMF strength equal 
to the strength of the ship. If a Mechad ship is disengaged by any means 
other than during the owning player's Engagement Phase, the EMF 
strength does not change. (Example: An M3 Alien Paras~te card is played 
against an engaged S5 M&d Heavy Crurser with a current EMF strength 
o! 10. Although the ship is immedtately disengaged by the parasites, the 
EMF strength remains 10.) The EMF may not be repaired; it must be re- 
energized from scratch during each Allocation Phase. 

- Shield refits may not be applied to Mechad shim. 
- The EMF will not block the function of transporters. 
- The EMF is not treated as shields for the purposes of cards which 

affect shields. 
When tracking EMF strength, it is best to *count down" by using a die 

to indicate the current strength of the EMF rather than the damage that it 
has sustained. 

- The EMF may only be increased in strength by an amount T' the strength of the ship. EXAMPLE: A strength 7 ship has an E F at 
strength 7, it sustains 4 damage, during the next Allocation Phase it can be 
repowered to a maximum strength of 10 (not 14 the ship's ultimate maxr- 
mum). 

NOBLES: The Nobles are a small band of banished nobtllty from the 
Plasma m u  ied Territory. They are amassing a small fleet of civilian 
shios in an e ff' ort to reunite the various P.O.T. elements into a single hier- 
archy (under their tight-fisted control of course). 

- The Nobles are crew, represented by 'C' cards. Empire ships may not 
be stocked in a Nobte deck. Only generic ships may be used to defend 
their Sector HQ. 

PLASMA OCCUmED TERRITORY The Territory is a )oose confederation of 
several minor empires whtd act in concert for mutual defense but maintain 
politlcalty distinct ~dentrtles. Each sub empire of the P.O.T. which con- 
tr~butes to the common defense IS known as an element. Elements include 
the Tequan, Peladine, Centaurians and a number of others. Some ele- 
ments are larger than others and so have more ships in the combined 
P.O.T. starfleet. Players may elect to represent the overall P.O.T. or one 
distinct element. When playlng one d~anct  element only ship cards of that 
element and generic P.O.T. ships may be used. Ships from multiple ele- 
ments may not be used together. 



P S Y  EMPIRES: (found in Powers of the Mindm) The V i n i c  and Psycanti 
Emptres are not spacefarers who use fleets of starships to protect their ter- 
ritory. Instead they are races of beings with advanced mental powers such 
as telepathy, telmrtation, matter control, mind assault, and mind control. 
They have no territory that they claim as their own. but travel throughout 
space within the areas controlled by other empires. Their sole concern is 
to protect their 'Psy Network', n mystical mind-linking network formed by 
mentally accessing a parallel universe. Only 1 psy empire can be used in 
a deck at one time. 
VlSONlC HISTORY: The Visonics are an ancient power existing for mil- 
lions of years. They originated from a desolate desert-like planet. The 
recent appearance of the Psycanti has forced them to become more active 
and comoetitive in the and conflicts of the other empires. 
PSYCANTI HISTORY: . he recent appearance of these young upstarts has 
created a stir on the Far Side. While not actually waging war on the 
Visonics, the Psycanti don't hesitate to capitalize on the Wsonics' misfor- 
tune (whether or not they caused the misfortune is irrelevant). 

SCORPEAD DOMINION: Scorpeads have the shape of bipedal humanoids 
with large mandibles and fearsome jaws as well as a long tail with a stinger 
which is poisonous to most species, including themsehres. The Scorpead 
Dominion is ruled by an elected Dominator whose family has absolute 
power until his death, when a new election is held and a new Dominator 
and Ruling Family is elevated. 

TWOR PFK)T€CTORATE: The Tufor Protectorate is located in a region of 
calm within the Tuforeous Dead Zone, a place near the galactic rim that IS 
a site of many strange phenomena, most especially warp funnels. The 
Tuforeous Dead Zone appears to be a sort of "energy release valve" for the 
galaxy. 

The Tufor do not control very much territory, are economically fragile. 
do not have a large or powerful star fleet and in most ways would qualify 
as a minor emptre. However, their shios are never made available for hire 
by other empires and so for game purposes they are treated as a mapr 
empire. 

ZEDAN M K N S I V E  INITIATIK: The Zedan, also known as the ZDI, are a 
race of assassins orginating from the same dark matter nebula as the 
Leopans. The ZDI are infittrating the Far Side to prevent a Leopan con- 
quest which would thmBt)CaIIy shift the balance of powerjn their dark mat- 
ter nebula. 



THE MINOR EMPIRES 
Most of these politically less powerful emmres may be used as the 

main empire of a deck but are most often used as minor empires of a deck 
to supplement the main empire ship cards. Cards of the following empires, 
when not used as the main empire of a deck, must be supported by four 
non-minor empire cards of the same type (See 'Using Minur Emp~re Cards', 
page 6). 

BOLAAR PIRATES: The Bolaar Pirate Clan is a lesser empire whrd turned 
to piracy to survive. They often hire out their ships for use by the other 
empires but have a reputation for treachery and self-interest. Like the 
Vektreans, they are known for adapttng all kinds of equipment and tech- 
nolog for their own use. 

- b laar ships can use adapted technology: Bolaar ships may use for- 
eign technology cards without any restrictions. In addition, an exclusive 
technology card may be used on a Bolaar ship if that ship possesses a card 
that would normally provide the ability to use a foreign technology card. 

COWORATE PIRATES: The second branch of the Corporate Aggressors 
was the 'Enforcement Division', commonly called the Corporate Pirates. 
This pirate group was essentially a paramilitary agency rurl by the 
Corporation. They are a minor empire, leasing their units to those who are 
willing to pay for the service. They have access to all corporate technolo- 
gy, abilities, etc. 

CYB€R.NOUGtTTS: Cyberrnages have just begun to detect the existence of 
a growing movement within the realm of the Galacticnet. Some cyber- 
mages have begun to warn the empires of the Far Side, others have 
formed an alliance wrth this power and have retreated within cyberspace. 

- Cyber.nought ships are played directly into cyberspace. 
- When engaged, their ships project a holographic real* on the fabric 

of real space allowing them to exist in both realities. 
- Cyber.nought ships may not be engaged while a cyber card in play on 

the ship also exists at a location in the fleet (The ship would be projecting 
itself on top of this fleet location). Such a ship must move during the 
Allocation Phase before engaging. 

INDlRlGAN NOMADS: The lndirigan Nomads are wandering tribes of 
spacefarers. They live exclusively on their starships. These tribes often 
temporarily align themselves with o m  empire or another. All lndirigan 
ships in a player's deck are a single tribe. Each player who has lndirigan 
ships in his deck represents a different tribe. 

The following are all lndirigan tribes: The Grand Chieftain's Touring 
Fleet (all Primary & Universe Edition Indirigans), Nagiridni Pirates, The 



Vacaters of Bolaar V, Invincible Loner, Vicious Six, Lone Wotf's Tribe (in 
Persona), Andromeda Bound, The Propagatiists, The Scientists, etc. 

- lndirigan Tribe Rule: All lndirigan ships from other lndirigan tribes 
(even within the same fleet) must be destroyed before an lndirigan ship 
may fire on bases or non-lndirigan ships. lndirgan ships must obey any 
rules printed on the card, in addition to this rule. 

- lndirigans as a main emplre: Any lndirigan tribe may be used as the 
main empire of a deck. Main emptre lndirigan ships are exempt from any 
weapons fire restrctions regarding other lndirigan ships. However, the 
ships of other tribes and ships of the same tribe in other fleets must still 
obey the rules, even with regard to the main empire lndirigan ships. 

cX?GQNS: The Orgons have migrated to the Far Side from a distant galaxy. 
They are an organic species somewhat similar to space dragons. They are 
designated by a '0'. 

- Orgons can cause damage to a location using card damage located 
in the upper right comer of the~r card. This IS not weapons fire and is done 
as a card action during either Play Cards Phase. This damage may not be 
applied to the structure of terraln. 

SPACE DRAGONS: Space dragons come in two varieties. The first is M 
monster cards that just happen to have the word 'dragon' in the~r Mles and 
the second IS D dragon cards. The M dragons are marginally intelligent 
males and are not treated as part of the Dragon Empire. The D dragons 
are hghly evolved and social females. The female dragons determ~ne the 
breeding status of the lesser male In an effort to advance the dragon race. 
Eggs are deposited on the surface of suns and other celestial bod~es hatch- 
ing millenn~a later. Each female seems to be of a different species, yet all 
fernales select their matlng partners from a single pool of dragon males. 

- Some dragons can separate from or attach to other dragons. When 
this is done (only in a Card Play Phase) it consumes a Card 1 lay. 

- Orgons are not constdered space dragons. 

TIM€ K N I M S :  
Time knights are a race of non-aligned entities who are in continuous 

baffles with each other throughout time. Their exact social structvre is 
unknown. Time knights appear at dierent instants in time temporarily aid- 
ing one empire or another. 

- Time knights have a normal strength and a time strength. 
- Time knights are not affected b any kind of damage points, including d time damage, when they are outs. e the time origin (the same as other 

crew cards). When at the time origin, they can only be damaged by cards 
that cause time damage. Time knights are crew and, as such, can be 
attacked as crew while in the fleet or at the time origin. 



TRANOAN EHPCRE: (found in Time GatesTM) The Tranoan Empire travds 
through time atternptmg to destroy the time knights. They have built spe- 
cial ships which allow them to move to the time origin (when destroyed). 
Often, Tranoan ships will appear through time and atd a given empire. 

- These ships are moved to the time origin when they are destroyed in 
the bet. 

V E ~  MRCfNAFHES: The Vektrean Mercenaries are a bunch of 
armsdealing, weapons-smuggling, tactical strategist warmongers who hire 
out their shrps to the highest bidder. Once they make a contract, they 
honor it to the letter. The Vektreans are known for adapting all kinds of 
equipment and technology for thetr own use. 

- Vektrean ships can use ada~ted technology: VeMrean ships may use 
foreign technology cards without any restrictions. In addition, an exdusive 
technology card may be used on a Vektrean ship if that ship possesses a 
card that would normalty provide the abtlrty to use a foreign technology 
card. 

Beginner's Note : Beginning players should skip the following advanced 
rules (pages 36-39) until they have come to understand the standard rules. 
Please advance to ttte Narrative Example on page 40. 

H I P  MOVEMENT RULES 
- Ships in the k t  may be moved once each Allocation Phase. They 

may m e  to a tenair] card or be moved into space (rndependently). 
Some cards allow one player's shtp to be moved Into position against 

another pla er's terrain. A ship in play against an opponent's fleet does not 
protect its d ectm HQ. 

- A ship In play on a terrain (defending) prevents an q m m n t  ship of 
equal or lesser strength from being m e d  tnto position against that terrain 
(attacking). A shtp in play against a terrain (attacking) prevents an oppo- 
nent ship of lesser strength from being moved into position on that terrain 
(defending). 

- When a ship is moved to a terrain with a ship of equal or lower 
strength played against it. the ship played against the terrain is moved off 
of the terrain. The ship mwed off the terrain does not protect its Sector HQ 
until it is moved back to a location where it can do so. 

- When a shtp IS moved against a terrain with a ship of lower stren 
played to it, the ship played to the terrain is moved off of the terrain. h 
shrp moved off the terrain still protects its Sector HQ. 



PSY RULES 

PSY NETwOFH<: The Psy Network is functionally similar to the Sector HQ 
in most respects but note the following: 

- 25 points of damage to the Psy Network knocks that player out of the 
game. 

- Onty 'P' psy cards protect the Psy Netwwk; ships, bases, dragom 
etc. do not. 

- The Sector HQ is not protected by cards which protect the Psy 
Network and the Psy Network is not protected by cards which protect the 
Sector HQ. 

- Visonic and Psycanti psys can protect t ta r  respecttve Psy Networks 
only. 
TARamNO P S Y  CARDS: Weapoos fire can damage psy cards and the 
Psy Network: 

- Shields of a ship, base, terrain ar o t b f  lacation protect the psy cards 
at that location as though the shiekk were on the psy. 
MSCIPLINE S: Most psys are capable of using one or more psy disciplines. 
Field cards are categorized by one oc more of the following discipline 
groups: 

Psycanti Discipline: The disctpline used pnmarily by the Psycanti. 
Visonic Discipline: The discipline used pnrnarity by the Wsonics. 
Elder Disctpline: The discipline used pnmarily by the Elders. 
Cyber Disci~line: A technical discipline rmnglng technology. 
Kinetic Discioline: A discipline revolving around heat and energy. 
Fleet Discipline: Any and all field cards in play in the fleet. 
Any Discioine: Any and all field cards in play in all of the players'fleg2s. 
Non-Flee: Discipline: Any and all field cards in play outside the fleet. 

PSY RINCTIONS: A psy card can use functions from engaged fieM catds 
as indicated or1 the psy card. 

- This will usually cost a number of resource points allocated in a man- 
ner similar to the way ammunition points are allocated. The psy can onty 
use functions from field cards which are categorized as being In the d h -  
pline at the bottom of the psy card. (Example: If a psy card has (#*#: 
Cyber thscipline), that card can use up to 3 functions (at a cost of 1 ener- 
gy each) from field cards categorized as being in the cyber disctpline). 

- Psys may only use functions from engaged fields in play in their own 
fleet unless noted by a card rule. 
RELD CARD OPERATION: A number of psy functions is listed at the bot- 
tom of a field card. Each function has a number before it. This number 
indicates the minimum strength that a psy must be in order to use that func- 
tion. 

- For psys to use functions from the fieM card, the field card must be 
ewlaged. 



- Reaction-mode field cards are played engaged when played in reac- 
tion mode and allows one psy capable of using the fiekl to use one of its 
functions as a reaction at no cost. 

- Each function of each field in play may only be used once per com- 
plete turn. A color bead should be piaced on the function and on the psy 
that activated that function. This will help players keep track of functions 
which last through a complete turn. This applies even when an opponent 
has used one of your psy functions (you can't use it since it's in use until 
the Record Keeping Step of the opponent's next turn). 

- A function deactivates in the next Record Keeping Step of the pla r 
who activated it. Ttley are activated (or possibly reactivated) during e 
Card Play Phase. 

f 
- If a psy is discarded functions it activated cease immediately, but 

these functions may not be used again until the end of the complete turn. 
-Any functions which have a stated duration of more than one turn may 

not be reused until their duration expires. 

PERSONA RULES 
Persona are oneof-a-kind personalities. 
- Persona are indicated by the word 'Persona' under the illustration on 

the card. 
- Only one of a given persona class card may be in pla in any of the r fleets at any one time. If a persona dass card is in play no p ayer may play 

a second such persona class card until the first is discarded. 
- If 2 cards designated as being the same persona are found to be in 

play at the same time, the most recently played persona card remains in 
play, the other is discarded. Note this can only occur if the first persona is 
under the affect of a time warp, time skip or similar card when the second 
persona is played. 

TIME ORIGIN RULES 
The time oriain is a shared location at the center of the table. The time 

origin is not a c%d or stack of cards, and cannot have cards played on it or 
against it. 

- Time knights, Traman ships and some other cards have two 
strengths. The first value is their strength when they are in the fleet (nor- 
mal strength), the second value is their strength when they are at the time 
wigin (time strength). 

- All cards wth a split strength are stocked in the deck using the first 
value (the~r fleet strength). 

- No card may be played to the time origin from the hand unless that 
card says it can do so. 

- Cards at the time origin can only affect cards at the time origin, and 
cards outside the time orig~n can onty affect cards outside the time origin. 



- Cards at the time or' in do occupy command skits just as they would 
if they were in the fleet. ards at the time or'gin never protect the Sector 
HQ or Psy Nehvork. 

F 
- Cards at the time origin are considered in play and can be allocated 

to, e aged, and take their actions (with~n the time origin only, of course). 
- ?! ards with a time strength (time knights. temporal snakes, Tranoan 

ships etc.) can only be completely destroyed (discarded) when at the time 
origin. If in the fleet at the time an action would normally force them to be 
discarded, they are moved to the time origin instead. When a card is 
moved to the tlme ongin (along with any other cards in play on that card) 
all damage ?@ied to it and all opponent cards played against it while out- 
side the time origtn are removed and discarded. 

- Cards at the time origin may only move back into the fleet by use of 
special cards. When a card moves to the fleet from the time origin, all dam- 
age applied to it and opponent cards played against it while inside the time 
origin are removed and discarded. 

- The time origin can be (temporarity) destroyed by 25 points of dam- 
age applied by anything which can score damage on a Sector HQ or Psy 
Network. These points must be scored from outside the time origin. These 

ints are cumulative. Any player ma score points against the tlme orig~n. & card can protect the time origin. i 11 cards of all players at the time ori- 
gin when it is destroyed are discarded. When the time origin is destroyed 
in this way, it immediately reforms (empty, of course, until cards are moved 
into it). 

CYBERSPACE RULES 
Cyberspace is an artificial parallel dimension created by the cyber- 

mages inside the Galacticnet. 
- A cyber card is any card with cyber in the title as well as any card wn-  

sidered to be a qbrmage (ex.: A C5 Psyberrnage, any crew with an A2 
Cybermage Implant, etc.). 

- Cards in cyberspace do not affect the active fleet and cards in the 
active fleet do not affect cyber space. Cards in cyberspace cannot protect, 
damage or affect the Sector HQ or Psy Network. Cards that exists in both 
the active fleet and cyberspace may affect and may be affected by both. 

- Cyber cards (or cards whtch state they may by played to cyberspace) 
may be played to or against cyberspace or the active fleet. Only cyber 
cards may be played to or against cyberspace (noncyber cards may not 
be pla ed to or against cards in cyberspace). 

- Ay cards in play on a card in cyberspace also exist in cyberspace 
(ex.: An A5 Greater Automaton on a C11 Cyberrnage). 

- Energy from the active fleet may be allocated into cyberspace. The 
maximum amount of m g y  that may be allocated in ~@ersDa~e is equal 
to the sum strength of all engaged cybrmages in the active fleet. 



Pseudo-lacations in c y b m p m :  
- All locations in the active fleet have a peeudo-location in cyberspace. 

A pseudo-location is not a real location, but mearty a link from real space 
to cyberspace. A pseudo-location is not capable of supporting cards that 
require a location, it is merely a point where a cybership can link to the 
active fleet. 

- Cyber cards in the active fkwt always exist at both the fleet iocation 
and the pseudo-location in cyberspace. 

- Only cyberships may be played or moved to a pseudo-location. 
Cyber crew, equipment, etc. must be pla ed to a location (not a pseudo- 
lowtion) in cyberspace. such as a cybersiio. 

- Cyberships (shrps existing only in cyberspace) may be moved during 
the Allocation Phase from one pseudo-location to artother. Players may 
only have cyberships in play at p s e u d ~ - ~ t i o n s  in their own fleet. A play- 
er may only have one cybership at a given pseudo-location. 

- When a cybershi is movd  to a pseudo-location, cyber cards on the P location in the active leet are considered to be in play on the cybrship 
also. Additionally, any cards on the cybctrship may be considered to be in 
play on the location in the fleet. 

- If either of a cyber card's two bations ( ship or location in the 

remaining location. 
r fleet) is destroyed the qtmr card is constder to be in play on only the 

- If a cybership moves whib a cyt)er card on ttte cybership coexists at 
a location In the active fleet, the cyb r  card may only remain at one of the 
two locations (either the cybefship or the location in the fleet). 

NARRATIVE EXAMPLE Of GENERAL PLAY 
We strongly recommend that novice aame players place cards on the 

taMe while following the narrative below. him~cktng Bob and Sue's actions 
will give you the feel for game mechanics more quickly. If you do not have 
a card that is mentioned below, substitute another card of the same type 
and strength as necessary. See also the Card Play dlagram in the center- 
fold of this booktet. 

Bob and Sue are playing a standard game. Each has a deck of cards 
and has shuffled, cut and drawn an ante. Sue's ante is higher in strength 
and she goes first. 

Sue plays a T3 Asteroid Beh. She has no other terrain cards to play. 
She has 8 cards in her hand so she draws two cards from her deck. 

Bob plays a T4 Small Planet. He also has no other terrain in his hand. 
He has 8 cards left in his hand and so he draws two cards, ending the first 
complete turn. 

Sue plays a T I  Small Moon. Then she plays a disengaged S1 Fleet 
Freighter on her T3 Asteroid Bett. She draws two cards, ending her turn. 



Bob pla s a disengaged 84 Base Station on his T4 Small Planet and r an M I  Smal Phaser Eel on Sue's S1 freighter. Sue plays an WC4 Science 
Officer onto her freighter in reaction to Bob's phaser eel. Bob's turn ends 
and he draws two cards. 

Sue now allocates her terrain points. The freighter requires orte sup- 
ply and one energy point. Her tvro terrain cards provde this easrly and she 
engages the fmghter try turning the freighter upright. Sue then plays an 
E2 P'iaser Refit and an E l  Shield Refit on her freiqhter. Bob's Sector HQ 
is vulqerabie because he has no ships in play; his wse cannot defend his 
Sector HQ. She declares weapons fire an Bob's Sector HQ. The freighter 
has 2 phasers plus 1 from the refit, for a total of 3. These are not biocked 
by the phaser eel because the science officer suspends the M i l e  eqects 
of monsters. Bob places a die in front of hirrsetf with t?e 3 showing to rep- 
resent the damage to his Sector HQ. Sue now plays her last card, an H2 
Ion Storm on Bob's base. He places a die at the upper right side of the 
card, near the sh~eld s mbols, with a 2 showing to represent the damage 
to the base's shields. gue d ~ ~ w s  two cards. 

First Bob reparrs h ~ s  one fret3 shield point changing the 2 to a 1. Bob 
then allocates his terrain pints. His base needs one energy point to be 
engaged and his T4 planet provides one energy point. The planet ako pro- 
vides one m n o m y  point which Bob declares as a repair point, removing 
the die from his base. His planet also produces 2 suoply points, but Bob 
has no use for these points so they are lost. Bob now pla a disengaged 
S4 lndirigan Frigate. He declares weapons fire on Sue's a eighter causing 
2 points of phaser damage from his 84 Base Station. Bob then plays an 
E2 Nuclear Mine on his base and uses it against Sue's freighter causing 2 
more damage points. Sue places a die near the freighter s shield points 
with a 4 showing. Bob discards the mine card and then ends his turn by 
drawing 2 cards. 

Sue changes the 4 to a 3 for her one point of automatic shieM repair 
that turn. She has two m m y  po~nts left over after maintaining her 
freighter's engaged status. She allocates these as repair an her freighter's 
shields turning the die to a 1. Sue plays a disengaged S5 Lqht Cruiser. 
She also plays an M3 S h M  Fiend on Bob's S4 Indirgan Frigate. The 
shield fiend damages all of the fnqate's shields and is tien discarded. Sus 
then plays an M4 Space Dragon to the frigate, causing !wo more points of 
damage. Sue then declares weawns fire from her freighter for 2 mote 
dnma~e points and the frigate is destroyed. The friga!e and the space 
dragor! are discardsd. Sue t+en declares her last pain! of we-ns fire or1 
Bob's Sector HQ, bringing him to 4 points total. 

Play continues in t+is manner. 



D€f INITIONS 
Abilrty - 1) An 'A' abilrty card. 2) A card function. 
Active fleet - Each player's active fleet includes all of one player's cards in 
lay, including cards pla ed against an opponent, but rot cards in the deck, g iscard Pile or reserve r leet. 

Adapted Technology - See equipment cards. 
Ante - The card offwed by each player as a prize for the winning player. 
Basis of a Stack - Any card with other cards played on or against it, but not 
the card(s) pia on or against it. 
Captured - 1 j p aptured crew is discarded. 2) Captured units: see control. 
Card Action - The operation of a card in play. This is not a Card Play. 
Card Damage - Only cards with one or more damage symbols on the top 
right can cause card damage. Use of card damage is a card action. 
Card Play - The act of actually playing a card on tqe play area. Generalfy, 
3 Card Plays are alhwed dur~ng your turn. 
Class - An 'x' class card is a card with 'x' in small text bektw the lower left 
corner of the art window. Ex.: Persona class cards. 
Combined Cards - Combined cards add their strength (damage equal to 
the sum of their strengths is required to destroy combined cards) and out- 
put. They are considered 1 item of their type. Ex..: A T6 Vorn with a T2 
Captured Satellite played to it are 1 terrain, but are two cards for stacking 
rules (i.e. Vorn is the basis of a stack.). 
Destroyed - A card which is "destroyed" is discarded. A card is destroyed 
when it reaches zero points. 
Discarded - Cards which reach a current strength of 0 or less, or are dis- 
carded after use, or are discarded due to being voided are dtscarded to the 
top of the Discard Pile. Cards played to the Discard Pile, or placed on the 
bottom of the Discard Pile, etc. are not considered as being discarded. 
Discarded after use - Cards which are discarded after use are not discard- 
ed until they are done performing arty functions which they perform. 
Disengaged - Cards which are in play but are not available for use. These 
cards are positioned horizontally. 
Discipline - A study category of a psy being. Field car& are defined as 
being used by the practitioners of one or more types of disciplines. 
Emp~re cards - Cards wl!h an empire's name in the card's title as well as 
ships, bases, dragons, psys and installations with an empfre's color texture 
(the art pa t tm behind the text). Note that other card types with an empire 
background must have the empire's name in their title to be consdered a 
card of that empire. 
EMF - Electromagnetic field, the Mechad defense system. 
Engaged - Cards in play and which can be used. Positioned vertically. 
Exclusive Technology - Empire technology not useable by other empires. 
Field - 1) 'F' Field cards containing a small selection of psy functions. 
Foreign Technology - See equipment cards. 



Generated Points - Points on the top right of some cards. These pants are 
produced each turn during the Allocation Phase. 
Generic S h i ~ s  - Ships which can be used by any empire. 
Healing Points - Special repair points used to repair damage to dragons, 
psys and monsters. 
Immune - A card whch is immune to something cannot be affected by 
cards which do that something. 
Health-Affecting Cards - Cards as illness, inju , insanity and plague. 
Immediate - Actions which happen imrnediat& happen during the same 
phase, and do not have to wart for the appropriate phase to function. 
Killed - A card which is killed" is discarded. 
Lmation: A ship, base, installation, terrain or free flying shuttle. 
Main Empire - The empire which the player represents wrth his deck. 
Major Empire - The major empires are the most powerful empires on the 
Far Side of the alaxy. They cannot be used as a minor empire in a deck. 
Minor Empire - 7 he m i m  empires are less powerful forces which can be 
used as the main empire of a deck or as supplements to another empre. 
Non-Passive Equipment - Equipment cards which do rmt function when the 
unit on which they are played is disengaged. Universe Edition cards have 
a 'NP' under the illustration ind~catlng ~t as non-passive. 
Opponent Volky - All the damage points fPom weapofts fire (not Card 
Plays) allocated to a single target at a single time from any number of fir- 
ing units. 
Passive Eauiwnent - Eauiument cards M ich  tunction tdwther the unit on 
which theynare played is engaged or disengaged. Universe Edition cards 
have a 'P' under the illustrat~on indicating it as passive. 
Pirate Ship: A pirate ship is any ship with irate in the trtte, plus any ship of 
the followtng empires: Bolaar, Corporate 8 irates, Nagiridni and Vitous Six. 
Plasma Weapons - Any weapon with 'plasma' in its oame. 
Point Modifier - Arithmetical changes which a card makes to the generated 
points of another card. 
Point Requirements - The number and type of points that a card needs to 
be enga ed. Those p n t s  on the top left of the card. 
~ s y  - A g3 card. 
Psy Damage - Weapon damage points caused by many psy cards. 
Psy Function - A function on a field card. 
Psy Network - Similar to the Sector HQ. What the psys are protecting. 
Reserve Card - Cards wlth the word 'resenre' in the title. They cannot be 

p' aced into the reserve fleet at the start of a game. 
eserve Fleet - A number of cards equal to or less than the number of play- 

ers at the start of the game set to the side before play begins. 
Reaction Card - Reaction cards are cards played In reaction. Only cards 
designated with an 'Ri' can be played in reaction mode. 
Shie ds - The defensive system on most ships. 



Shume - Any card witti 'fighter' or 'shuttle' in the title. 
Splash Damage - Damage left over, after destroying a reaction card played 
to absorb damage, which is applied to its original target. 
Spy Card - Any card wit? 'spy' in the title. 
Stack -A  stack is any card in play including any card s t a h  in piay on those 
cards. A card is a stack, but it is not a stack of cards (cards being plural). 
Star Card - Any card with 'star' in the title. 
Strength - The number in the upper left comer of a card which defines its 
relative durability. When strength is referenced it atways refers to the 
strength of the card (as modified by other cards) but not the current 
strength (as modified by damage?. 
Structural Damage - Damage apphd against the strength of a card, as 
opposed to damage applied to syields. 
Terrain Modifier - Arithmetical changes which a card makes to the generat- 
ed points of a terrain card. 
T k r e  and Back Mission - The relocation of a crew card to an appwreclt 
location for the crew card to perform it's action at that location and return. 
Time Card - Any card with the word 'time' in the title. 
Turn 1 Restrictions - Onty terrain cards may be p(ayed. Swaps to the 
reserve fleet may be made. 
Turn 2 Restrictions -1 shr~,  base, psy, dragon or instatlation may be played. 
Unit - A base or ship (a cragon but not a psy or installation). 
Type - The letter designation in the upper left comer of a card (not Ri). 
Weapons - Includes such things as phasers and heavy weapons. 

EXPANSIONS SETS 
INTRCKWCTORY EDITION (AUG a4): First GE card set. 
PRIMARY EDITION (DEC 94): A limited expansion. 
NEW EMPIRES (MAR 95): A limited expansiorl. Hologram Entrty cards1 
POWERS OF Ti+€ MIND (JULY 95): A limt!ed expansion. This set introduces 
the psy mdres.  The Filarian Infestation also appears here. 
TI* GATES (AUG 95): A lirnrted expansion. This set introduces time trav- 
el in the Galactic Emuires universe. 
UNlVERSf EDITION iNOV 95): This product. The core set to GE. 
ADVANCED TECHNO-S (JAN 96) : A limited expansion. A technolog- 
ical expansion which gives the empires real caal equipment and ships. Z PRIMARY TACTICS; AN AUDIO GUIDE: The irst In a series of entertaining 
audio works giving tactical guidance to all Galactic Ern~ires players. 
PIRACY (MAY 96) : S ~ a c e  ptrates attack in this limited expansion sst. 
PLAY MAT (JUNE 96!: This play mat is designed to protect cards. LaM out 
exclusrvely for Galactic Ernoires play, this mat includes play aids and 
graohics. Comes with an exc'usiw GE card found nowClere else. 
PERSONA (AUG 96) : A limited exoansion. Legendary orre-04-a-kind per- 
so~alities exhibit powers beyond that of normal crew. 



TH€ C M D Y  CLUB ON THE fAR S I M  OF TH€ WLAXY... (JULY 96): A 
limited expansion directed towards the mom comical element on the Far 
Side of the galaxy. 
GALACTIC EMPIRES: TH€ BOARD OAM (SEPT 96): Galactic Empires 
takes board game form in this hex-based starship combat strategy a m .  
This product contains a map, rules, counters, dice, 124 Universe dition 
cards and 1 exclusive Galactic Em 're card. 

I! 

GALACTIC INYAMFZS (OCT 96): f' his limited expansion details six new 
empires which are invading the Milky Way galaxy. The empires find them- 
selves on the defensive in a baffle wer territory on the Far Side. The inva- 
sion begins July 4th, 1996 with a preliminary invasion force found in 
Galactic Invaders starter decks. 
CYMRSPACE [FEB 97): A force from within the GalactM seeks to exert 
control over the fabric of real space. The empires must accept this force 
or fight it in a battle from within. The first cyber empire will be intrduced 
in ths limited expansion. 
REAMS Of THE ANCENTS (MAY 97): The Ancients return to redaim their 
installattons and influence the empires as the empires battle to conquer the 
Far Side. This is a limited expansm. 
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Card Type Chart 

A - Ability 
B - Base 
C - Crew 
D - Dragon 
E - Equipment 
F*- Field 
G*- Agenda 
H - Hazard 
I*- Installation 

L - Luck 
M - Monster 
N*- Ancient 
0 - Occurrence 
P*- Psy 
Q*- Headquarters 
S - Ship 
T - Terrain 

1 - *Card types not found in 
Universe Edition Starter Decks. 

2 - R/ is not a card type, use the 
other letter on the card. 

3 - Terrain, Ship, Dragon and 
Installations can be played 
independently. 



Point Symbols 
Generated Points 
9 Economy Points 

@ Supply Points 
# Energy Points 
B Ammunition Points 
3 Research Points 
4 Repair Points 

r 

Other Points 
Shield Points + Node Points + Phaser Points 
Heavy Weapon Points 

X Damage Points 
0 Command Points 

I 

Player Turn Sequence 
1 - Allocation Points 5 - Play Cards 
2 - Engagement PhaseB . 
3 - Play Cards Phase A 6 - Discard 
4 - Weapons Fire 7 - Draw Cards 

x 
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